
January 20, 2022

Mayor Thompson & Members of Council
Town of Caledon
6311 Old Church Road
Caledon ON L7C 1J6

Re: Future Caledon Official Plan & Public Engagement Strategy

Dear Mayor Thompson and Members of Council:

First off, Happy New Year, here’s to a prosperous and productive 2022! The past two years
have been difficult for everyone and we are appreciative of the efforts of Caledon staff and
Council to work under very difficult conditions to keep Caledon open and as safe as
possible.

Unfortunately, there’s been more at stake over the past two years than just keeping the
doors open. We are at a most critical point in Caledon’s (and indeed in all parts of the
Greater Golden Horseshoe) future with decisions being made now that will lay the
foundation for immense change over the next 30 years. This official plan review is even
more momentous than the 1990 OPA which resulted in breaking ground for the new
settlement of Mayfield West and expansion of Caledon East. The current forecast is for a
tripling of Caledon’s population to 300,000 people over the next 30 years – an
unprecedented milestone in our largely rural municipality.

An official plan review of this scope and scale demands the highest level of public
participation, one that ensures that all residents, businesses, and other stakeholders,
including First Nations have the opportunity to participate and engage with the Town. We
know that you and members of Council and staff understand this and have taken steps to
design and implement an ambitious and robust public engagement strategy. And
furthermore, while we know that COVID has laid waste to these plans, efforts by Council
and staff to design an alternative public engagement process have not been effective. Here
are some relevant facts:

● Only a handful of Caledon residents are following the Future Caledon project on
Have your Say Caledon - 23 members of the Caledon community as of January
20th, 2022.



● The Intensification Study Update which identifies potential areas and sites for future
development, redevelopment and infill within the existing built area was posted on
the website seven months ago and has received zero ideas from the public.

● Since engagement began in December 2019 only 1,400 Caledon residents have
been engaged through surveys, pop-up events, and online workshops/open
houses. This represents not even 2% of Caledon stakeholders.

To date, efforts have been geared towards building awareness of the new Official Plan -
booths, pop-ups and virtual open houses - where a lot of information is presented with
little opportunity for developing critical understanding of the issues and thoughtful input
from residents.

This lackluster public profile to the OP review is disheartening and worrisome. Not all of the
blame for this can be attributed to COVID, for instance the City of Hamilton sent out a
survey to all homes asking how they wanted to grow. Certainly some of this lack of
engagement can be put on the citizens of Caledon. However, we see little initiative being
taken by Council and staff to re-ignite this public engagement.

What is disturbing and extremely frustrating is that despite poor input from the public the
MCR processes and official plan reviews are proceeding as business as usual. It is
unacceptable that Caledon hasn’t taken steps to ramp up its public engagement plans or to
explore a “time-out” or extension to the process.

As of the writing of this letter, the arbitrary deadline of July 2022 for an approved regional
official plan amendment continues to be imposed by the province (please refer to the
attached April 27, 2021 letter from Minister Clark to Peel Chair Iannicca.) However, this
stands in contrast to the Region of Durham whereby “ministry staff have verbally advised
Regional staff that not meeting the deadline will be acceptable as long as concerted
efforts are ongoing to complete the process in a timely manner.” (August 20, 2020 Regional
Municipality of Durham Information Report  #2021-INFO-89 from Commissioner of
Planning and Economic Development (attached here).

It is encouraging that the ministry has granted an extension to Durham Region. We ask
similarly that the Town of Caledon bring forward our concerns about the lack of public
input into this process and to request that the regional MCR and OPA timelines be granted
an extension. This will not be the first time that Caledon has missed a provincial conformity
deadline. The Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Act, 2001 deemed an 18 month deadline



for approved lower-tier official plans and zoning by-laws to be amended to conform to the
Oak Ridges Moraine Conservation Plan regulation. Regardless, 10 years after the deadline
Caledon had still not adopted the ORM zoning by-law amendment.

Mayor Thompson, you and your fellow members of Council have been elected to represent
the interests of the citizens of Caledon – now and into the future. There must be more
input from the people who live here and a greater diversity of knowledge, experience,
perspectives and opinions to inform this next version of Caledon’s official plan.  At one time
the Town of Caledon was the envy of GTA-wide municipalities for its army of volunteers
who put in many hundreds of unpaid personal hours in service to Caledon including a
highly engaged volunteer planning policy sector. We’d like to see those days again. In that
light, we respectfully request the following:

● An extension of the timelines currently imposed by the Province - including, an
extension of the Municipal Comprehensive Review and the self-imposed deadline of
this term of Council for the Official Plan Review.

● Send out a survey to all Caledon homes via property tax bills - asking residents how
they want Caledon to grow.

● Explore alternatives to traditional public engagement tools - offer
webinars/workshops on growth, density and the value of our farmland, make
videos, start an email and social media campaign, seek help from other
organizations such as, ecoCaledon and other local community groups, resident
associations, local farms and businesses.

What we can learn from Hamilton is that education and critical understanding is the key to
good public engagement. Both the public and decision-makers need to understand the
consequences of the decisions we make today regarding our official plan and the
challenges we face over the next 20 to 30 years.

Caledon residents value clean air and water, protected wildlife and greenspace, local food,
climate change action and a healthy future for all Ontarians. These values might be better
expressed if the public were given a different and longer engagement process. We at
ecoCaledon, look forward to working with the Town of Caledon and the Region of Peel to
ensure that residents are engaged in shaping future Caledon.

Sincerely,
Sustainable Development Committee (of ecoCaledon)
info@ecoCaledon.org

mailto:info@ecoCaledon.org


If this information is required in an accessible format, please contact 1-800-372-1102 ext. 2564 

The Regional Municipality of Durham 
Information Report 

From: Commissioner of Planning and Economic Development 
Report: #2021-INFO-89 
Date: August 20, 2021 

Subject: 

Update on the Status of the Region’s Municipal Comprehensive Review (“Envision 
Durham”). 

Letter from the Building Industry and Land Development Association (BILD), August 3, 
2021.

Recommendation: 

Receive for information. 

Report: 

1. Purpose 

1.1 As mandated by the Province, all upper and single-tier municipalities within the 
Greater Golden Horseshoe are currently in the process of undertaking a Municipal 
Comprehensive Review (MCR) of their respective official plans, in part, to bring 
them into conformity with “A Place to Grow:  Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe” (the Growth Plan). 

1.2 As noted in previous staff reports, an MCR is a major undertaking that examines 
every aspect of the Region’s land use planning framework.  In addition to reviewing 
the guiding policies for each and every component of the Official Plan, the MCR will 
also determine the extent to which the Region’s urban area boundaries will need to 
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expand to accommodate Durham’s population and employment forecasts to 2051, 
i.e. 1.3 million population and 460,000 jobs1.

1.3 A considerable amount of work has been done to date in terms of background 
discussion papers and consultation.  Moving forward, work is well underway on the 
future land supply analysis through the completion of a Growth Management Study 
(GMS). 

1.4 The GMS is being completed in two phases.  Phase 1 involves the completion of a 
Land Needs Assessment (LNA) to determine how much of the 2051 population and 
employment forecasts can be accommodated within the existing urban areas.  Any 
growth that cannot be accommodated with the existing urban areas will trigger a 
requirement for additional land by way of urban area boundary expansions.  
Determining the quantum (the total amount) of additional urban land will be the main 
outcome of Phase 1 which will be completed by the end of 2021. 

1.5 Phase 2 will determine where any required urban boundary expansions should take 
place.  Only the amount of land necessary to achieve the 2051 Growth Plan 
forecasts can be included with an urban area boundary.  It is not permissible to 
designate more land than can be justified by the analysis.  Phase 2 is expected to 
be completed by Spring of 2022. 

Factors and Issues To Be Determined Through the LNA Process 

1.6 In undertaking the LNA process, staff and the Region’s consultants (Urban 
Strategies and Watson & Associates) are following the “Provincial Land Needs 
Assessment Methodology for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2020)”, established to 
implement “A Place to Grow – Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe”. The 
Methodology is not a prescriptive document, but is a tool to be used in combination 
with the policies of the Growth Plan to assess the quantity of land required to 
accommodate forecasted growth.  The Methodology was developed to implement 
the Growth Plan, and reminds users and decision-makers that “the Plan emphasizes 
the optimization of existing urban land supply represents an intensification first 
approach to development and city-building, one which focuses on making better use 
of our existing infrastructure and public service facilities.”2 The Methodology also 

 
1 These forecasts were assigned by the Province on August 28, 2020 through Amendment 1 to the Growth 
Plan.  A municipality may request a higher forecast if sufficient justification exists, but otherwise the 
forecasts are fixed. 

2 Government of Ontario: Land Needs Assessment Methodology for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2020), 
page 4 
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recognizes that “local needs are diverse, (and) the Methodology provides the key 
components to be completed as municipalities plan to ensure that sufficient land is 
available to: accommodate all housing segments; avoid housing shortages; consider 
housing demand; accommodate all employment types including those that are 
evolving; and plan for all infrastructure that is needed to meet the complete 
communities objectives to the horizon of the Plan”.3 These components are 
intended to inform a “market-based” approach to determining land need. 

1.7 The Methodology recognizes that municipalities may develop their own assumptions 
for various elements of their land needs assessments, including designated 
greenfield area density targets, intensification targets, employment area densities, 
etc.). The use of the provincial forecast of at least 1.3 million residents and 460,000 
jobs by 2051 is required. 

1.8 There are a host of factors that are being analysed as part of the Growth 
Management Study.  Because of the amount of work involved, the LNA is being 
presented through four separate but interrelated reports, as follows: 

1.9 Region-Wide Growth Analysis (released on July 2, 2021):  presents region-wide 
population and employment forecasts, various trends in demographics, unit mix, 
housing prices and built form.  This technical report analyses Durham’s growth 
potential and informs key inputs and assumptions for the overall LNA. 

This report: 

• Concludes that the Growth Plan 2051 population and employment forecasts for 
Durham do not need to be increased; 

• Establishes that approximately 240,900 households will be required between 
2016 and 2051; 

• Establishes the overall region-wide persons per unit (PPU) forecast, including 
PPU forecast by density category, to 2051 through a headship rate analysis; 

• Presents a population and housing forecast by major age group and by 
structure type from 2021 to 2051, with 356,300 new residents (67%) within low 
and medium density units, and 178,500 new residents within high density units 
(33%) by 2051. Given the lower persons-per-unit that are accommodated within 
apartments, approximately 48% of units by 2051 were assumed within this 
structure type.  

 
3 Government of Ontario: Land Needs Assessment Methodology for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2020), 
page 4 
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1.10 Housing Intensification Study:  will evaluate the supply and demand for housing 
within the Region’s Built-Up Areas.  The term “Built-Up Areas” specifically refers to 
lands within the existing urban areas that, on June 16, 2006, were either developed 
or actively under development. 

Key outcomes to be determined through this report include: 

• Recommended intensification target for the Region with consideration of the 
minimum target of 50% established by the Growth Plan; 

• Projected dwelling unit supply by housing type for key intensification areas 
including Urban Growth Centres, MTSAs, Regional Centres, Regional Corridors 
and Waterfront Places; 

• Dwelling unit supply by forecast-based demand for housing type. 

1.11 Employment Strategy:  will assess trends in employment and will analyze the 
current state of the Region’s Employment Areas to assess the Region’s capacity to 
accommodate forecast employment growth to the year 2051. 

Key outcomes to be determined through this report include: 

• Recommendations on Employment Area conversion requests; 
• Recommended density target for Employment Areas; 
• Supply of designated Employment Areas and recommendations on additional 

urban land to accommodate employment land related jobs to 2051. 

1.12 Community Area Urban Land Needs:  will evaluate the existing state, current 
trends, and long-term development potential of Designated Greenfield Areas, (DGA, 
i.e. lands between the urban area boundary and the 2006 built-up area boundary). 

Key outcomes to be determined through this report include: 

• Recommendations on urban area land required to accommodate residential 
units and population related jobs to 2051; and  

• Density targets for Designated Greenfield Areas for the Region with 
consideration of the minimum target of 50 residents and jobs combined per 
hectare established in the Growth Plan. 

1.13 And finally, a Land Needs Assessment Recommendations Report which will 
distill the key outcomes, technical analysis and related recommendations in the 
above four reports to determine how much additional urban land is required to 
accommodate the forecast population and job growth to 2051. 
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Letter from BILD, August 3, 2021 

1.14 The Building Industry and Land Development Association (BILD) is a key 
stakeholder in the MCR process, and Durham Chapter BILD members are important 
partners in Durham’s future success.  Clearly its members have a vested interested 
in the outcome of the LNA work. 

1.15 BILD has requested that its consultant members have an opportunity to discuss and 
collectively assess the reports’ inputs with its authors, prior to the advancement of 
any additional policy directions and decision.  In response to BILD’s letter, Chair 
Henry wrote to BILD on August 13, 2021 to advise that Mayor Ryan, as Chair of the 
Planning and Economic Development Committee, will be in contact to convene a 
meeting to discuss next steps. 

1.16 Staff have committed to engaging with BILD following the release of each of the 
technical reports, to allow for meaningful dialogue and information exchange.  Since 
each report is extensive and detailed, they are being released publicly through the 
weekly Council Information Packages, followed immediately by posting the 
document on the Envision Durham website, with an email to all stakeholders 
advising of its release. This approach provides a period of time and equal 
opportunity for all interested stakeholders to review and comment on the material 
prior to staff bringing recommendations forward to the Planning and Economic 
Development Committee. 

1.17 The BILD letter identifies concerns that the Region’s consultants’ work is occurring 
without completing the required calculation of household formation rates and 
households by dwelling type.  Based on BILD’s review of the first report, BILD has 
recommended that the Region revisit its current analysis and follow the mandated 
steps of the provincial Land Needs Assessment and its requirement that a market-
based supply of housing be delivered. 

1.18 The Region’s consultants have properly followed the provincial LNA Methodology 
required to establish forecast population and household formation by structure to the 
2051 planning horizon.  The remaining three technical reports provide the 
background information that BILD is looking for regarding how the Methodology was 
followed.  Since the background information and analysis is embedded in these 
remaining reports, staff will aim to release them sooner than noted previously in 
order to enable full information exchange and dialogue. 
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2. Previous Reports and Decisions 

2.1 See Appendix 1. 

3. Relationship to Strategic Plan 

3.1 By planning for growth in a sustainable, progressive, and responsible manner, the 
Land Needs Assessment and supporting technical reports address the following 
strategic goals and priorities in the Durham Region Strategic Plan: 

a) Under Goal Area 2, Community Vitality: 

• 2.1 Revitalize existing neighbourhoods and build complete communities 
that are walkable, well connected, and have a mix of attainable 
housing; and 

• 2.5 Build a healthy, inclusive, age-friendly community where everyone 
feels a sense of belonging. 

b) Under Goal Area 3, Economic Prosperity: 

• 3.1 Position Durham Region as the location of choice for business; 

• 3.2 Leverage Durham’s prime geography, social infrastructure, and 
strong partnerships to foster economic growth; and 

• 3.4 Capitalize on Durham’s strengths in key economic sectors to attract 
high-quality jobs. 

c) Under Goal Area 4, Social Investment: 

• 4.1 Revitalize community housing and improve housing choice, 
affordability and sustainability. 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 Although the LNA Methodology spells out the steps and inputs to inform the 
process, a number of its assumptions are not “prescribed”.    For example, differing 
views on forecasting housing demand to a 30-year time horizon through a “market-
based” approach is one issue noted in BILD’s letter; however, it may also be noted 
that the term “market-based” is not defined in the LNA Methodology. 
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4.2 As Council begins to decide where future growth will take place, it will need to do so 
against the backdrop related topics, each of which may be the subject of varying 
views on matters such as: 

• Which employment conversion requests can be supported; 
• Which urban area boundary expansion requests can be supported; 
• How climate change considerations will inform the decision-making process4. 

4.3 It is intended that the outcome of the MCR process will be a new Official Plan for the 
Region, to replace the one that was approved in 1992 and amended nearly 200 
times to date.  The provincial deadline to complete the MCR is July 1, 2022; 
however, as staff have advised previously, it will not be possible to have a new 
Official Plan approved within this term of Council.  Ministry staff have verbally 
advised Regional staff that not meeting the deadline will be acceptable as long as 
concerted efforts are ongoing to complete the process in a timely manner. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Original signed by 

Brian Bridgeman, MCIP, RPP 
Commissioner of Planning and 
Economic Development 

 
4 On January 29, 2020, Regional Council declared a climate emergency. The declaration indicated that 
environmental sustainability and climate change be recognized as a strategic priority in the Regional 
Strategic Plan and the updated Regional Official Plan. 



Appendix 1 – to Report #2021-INFO-89 

2. Previous Reports and Decisions

2.1 Several Reports have been prepared related to Envision Durham and Growth
Management related topics: 

• On May 2, 2018 Commissioner’s Report #2018-COW-93 requested
authorization to proceed with the municipal comprehensive review of the
Durham Regional Official Plan;

• Over the course of 2019, six theme-based Discussion Papers were released
seeking public input on a range of topics. The Discussion Papers can be
found on the project webpage at durham.ca/EnvisionDurham

• On June 2, 2020 Commissioner’s Report #2020-P-11 recommended
evaluation criteria and a submission review process for the consideration of
Employment Area conversion requests.

• On July 29, 2020 Commissioner’s Report #2020-P-14 outlined Amendment
#1 to A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe,
including recommended comments to the Province on the updated 2051
growth forecasts for the Region of Durham and the updated Land Needs
Assessment Methodology.

• On December 1, 2020 Commissioner’s Report #2020-P-27 provided
proposed policy directions and boundary delineations for existing and future
Major Transit Station Areas.

• On March 2, 2021 Commissioners Report #2021-P-7 provided proposed
policy directions related to all key components of Envision Durham, including
initial directions for the Urban System and growth related topics for review
and comment.  Also included was a Growth Opportunities and Challenges
Report prepared by the Region’s consultants, which serves as a starting
point for the LNA and related technical studies.

• On July 2, 2021 Commissioners Report #2021-INFO-71 presented the
Region-Wide Growth Analysis. The purpose of the report is to analyze the
region’s long-term population, housing, and employment growth forecast
within the context of provincial and regional policy, historical trends, and
predicted future influences.

https://www.durham.ca/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/Reports/2018/COW-05022018/2018-COW-93.pdf
https://www.durham.ca/en/doing-business/envision-durham.aspx
https://www.durham.ca/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/Reports/2020-Committee-Reports/Planning-and-Economic-Development/2020-P-11.pdf
https://www.durham.ca/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/Reports/2020-Committee-Reports/Planning-and-Economic-Development/2020-P-14.pdf
https://www.durham.ca/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/Reports/2020-Committee-Reports/Planning-and-Economic-Development/2020-P-27.pdf
https://icreate7.esolutionsgroup.ca/11111068_DurhamRegion/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/Reports/2021-Committee-Reports/Planning-and-Economic-Development/2021-P-7.pdf
https://www.durham.ca/en/regional-government/resources/Documents/Council/CIP-Reports/CIP-Reports-2021/2021-INFO-71.pdf


234-2021-2164
April 27, 2021 

Nando Iannicca 
Regional Chair 
Region of Peel 
10 Peel Centre Drive  
Brampton ON  L6T 4B9 
Nando.Iannicca@peelregion.ca  

Dear Regional Chair Iannicca: 

As part of Ontario’s COVID-19 economic recovery efforts, this past summer changes 
were made to A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe to 
help increase housing supply, create more jobs, attract business investments, and 
better align infrastructure, while protecting the environment and the Greenbelt.  

The date by which upper and single-tier municipalities must have their official plans in 
conformity with the updated policies in A Place to Grow is July 1, 2022. This can be 
achieved through phasing a series of official plan amendments, adopting a new official 
plan, or through a single official plan amendment.  

As you know, A Place to Grow’s policies require municipalities to designate all land 
necessary to accommodate the population and employment growth forecasts contained 
in Schedule 3, which are unique to each upper- and single-tier municipality, or to a 
higher forecast established by the relevant municipality. The Region of Peel must plan 
to accommodate a population of 2,280,000 and 1,070,000 jobs by 2051. 
Municipalities will use the land needs assessment methodology to determine the 
quantity of land required to satisfy their forecasted growth targets to the 2051 horizon. I 
encourage you to work with Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing staff as you work 
towards meeting conformity.  

Updated official plans will play a critical role in helping more Ontarians find a home that 
meets their needs, as well as supporting our economic recovery from COVID-19. For 
these reasons, there will be no deadline extensions for any municipalities. Municipalities 
and their staff have had significant time and assistance from the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs and Housing to ensure there would be no delays in conformity.  

Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs 
and Housing

Office of the Minister 

777 Bay Street, 17th Floor 
Toronto ON M7A 2J3  
Tel.: 416 585-7000  

Ministère des 
Affaires municipales 
et du Logement   

Bureau du ministre 

777, rue Bay, 17e étage 
Toronto ON M7A 2J3 
Tél.: 416 585-7000 

April 27, 2021
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The Places to Grow Act, 2005, provides significant powers for the Minister of Municipal 
Affairs and Housing to intervene in municipal official plans in the event of non-
conformity with A Place to Grow policies. This includes failing to plan for all forecasted 
growth to the required horizon, by the conformity deadline of July 1, 2022. The Ministry 
continues to be available to assist you and your staff so that official plans or official plan 
amendments will be submitted within the required timeframe.  

Thank you for your ongoing commitment to your community, and for your collaboration 
and engagement in support of effective growth management in the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe. Once again, I encourage you to work with my Ministry staff at the various 
stages as you work towards meeting conformity. Please contact Assistant Deputy 
Minister for the Ontario Growth Secretariat, Sandra Bickford, at 
Sandra.Bickford@ontario.ca, if you have any further questions or concerns regarding A 
Place to Grow or the policies within it. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Clark 
Minister  

c. Janice Baker, Chief Administrative Officer
Adrian Smith, Chief Planner and Acting Director of Regional Planning and
Growth Management

6.6-2
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